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Updated navigation data for the Audio 50 APS navigation (NTG 4-204) ... The user with the shortest route to 2,952 Mercedes-Benz
service points. Including the routes laid out for the new compact crossover Mercedes-Benz GLA. Also in the archive for this navigator
you can find maps for navigation in Russia and Europe. Russian maps for Audio 50 APS Update for Audio 50 APS navigation (NTG
4-204) for Russia. List of maps: For Moscow For St. Petersburg For Leningrad region For Moscow region For Tver region For the
Novgorod Oblast For the Pskov Oblast For the Kaliningrad region For the Vladimir Region For the Ulyanovsk region For the Kostroma
region For the Astrakhan Oblast For the Republic of Crimea For the Kurgan Oblast For the Kaliningrad Oblast For the Saratov region
For the Republic of Kalmykia For the Republic of Komi For the Kemerovo region For the Kurgan region For the Moscow Region For the
Sverdlovsk Region For the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Area For the Krasnoyarsk region For the Stavropol Territory For the Khanty-
Mansi Autonomous Area For the Khabarovsk Territory For the Chelyabinsk Region For the Chita region For Chita region For Chita
Oblast For Chita city For other cities and regions of Russia For other countries For Chita city 1. Concerning the creation of a special
economic zone of industrial-production type on the territory of the Darasun settlement of the Karymsky district of the Chita region -
The Government of the Russian Federation decides: 1. To create on the territory of Darasun settlement of Karymsky district of Chita
region (hereinafter referred to as Darasun settlement) a special economic zone of industrial-production type. Determine that the
territory of Darasun settlement includes the following industrial zones: the central zone "P" (industrial construction), zone "X"
(industrial-warehouse) and zone "U" (commercial-administrative). 2. To approve the attached list of land plots located in the village of
Darasun and intended for the location on their territory of industrial facilities of the special economic zone of the industrial-production
type.
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Ä� is the 21st letter of the Latin alphabet and the ISO 9 alpha-2 (also known as the extended latin alphabet) script. It is romanized in
the IPA either as [ a] or â (with palatalization). Like the other Cyrillic letters, it has two uppercase (and two lowercase) variants. It

represents the voiced alveolar fricative [ħ] in English and possibly also in other variants of the English language. The letter Ä� was
introduced in Unicode in 1996. The name is sometimes rendered in the IPA as [ĥ], [ħ], or [ǝ] (the latter with a ŝ (ŝusen) ligature). The
Unicode name "Ä�" is to be preferred over "ǟ". Indeed, ǟ is the name used for the "Sharmani" (Quranic name for the Ä� vowel) in the
Egyptian dialects. The vertical bar | in the Unicode standard (U+007C) was originally intended to represent the Ä� vowel; however,
the final standardization of the Unicode script included a [u] representation instead. Similarly, U+20D0 CJK compatibility ideographs
are often referred to as "Ä", although they are visually U+0304 ARABIC LETTER ALEF. Ä’ is the 21st letter of the Latin alphabet and

the ISO 9 alpha-2 (also known as the extended latin alphabet) script. It is romanized in the IPA either as [ á] or â (with palatalization).
Like the other Cyrillic letters, it has two uppercase (and two lowercase) variants. It represents the voiceless alveolar fricative [ě] in
English and possibly also in other variants of the English language. The letter Ä’ was introduced in Unicode in 1996. The name is

sometimes rendered in the IPA as [ě], [č], [ř] or [ǝ] (the latter with a ŝ (ŝusen) ligature). The Unicode name "Ä’" is to be preferred over
"ǐ". Indeed, ǐ is the name used for the "Miao" (Quranic name for the Ä’ vowel) in the Egyptian dialects. c6a93da74d
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